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STRESS fiJONITOR TI\I HIG:H-PRESSUR.E CYLTI'l'DER OF RECIPROCA-TTiiJG COMPRESSOR 
W~ng Di-sheng, Associate professor,Xi'an Jiaotong Uni-versity, Chin~ 
Zhang Yang, Te~cher, Xi'an Jiao University, China 
ABSTRACT 
The economic indexes in fact are affected by the reliability of compressor, which makes it necessary to optimize the construction of compressor parts so as to uniform the stress distribution in them. This paper, as the first parts of the above mentioned work concerns pri-marily on the computer program and analyzing the distri-bution of static and dynamic stress in the high pressure cylinder of compressor by means of finite element analy-sis method of three dimention, and designs a special sys-tem which can be used in moniting the dynamic stresses in the cylinder body with the pulsation of the high pres-sure gas force in the cylinder. The result shows that there exists an optimum construction of cylinder which is connected mainly with the parameters of compressor. This mAkes it possible to find an optimal structure of cylinder which h8s R more uniform stress distribution. 
I ll'1TRODUCTION 
The cylinder is the vital part of a high pressure compressor. Its shapal complexity, further influenced by the fact th~t it is working under high pressure pul-SRting gaseous forces, often leads to cylinder failures owing to severe non-uniformity of stress distribution -i.e. stress concentrations. Obviously such failured are very costly, and it is vitally important to strife to improve the relbbility of the high pressure cylinder. 
Some work on the strength of high pressure cylin-ders[IJCZlhas been done in recent years, but such works Are chiefly concerning static conditions. This paper, however, presents the results of research on the mathe-matical model reflecting the afore-mentioned characteri-stic features of the compressor's high pressure cylin-
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der, for which A. 3-dimensionsl finite element method is 
employed to anR.lyse and evR.lUAte the stRtic and dynamic 
stresses of ~he cylinder. Figure 1 shows the flow-chHrt 
of such s progrRm which allows the automatic mesh generR.-
tion of the elements and thus SAving up to about e?% of 
the laborious work of dRtR processing. In order that ve-
rification of the 8nalytic<'Jl results mny be obtained, 
special devices 8re employed to measure 8nd detect the 
responses to the dynamic stresses in the high pressure 
cylinder. 
Results show that responses to the d~1amic stresses 
of the high pressure cylinder RS predicted by analysis 
agree satisfactorily close to those frame test. It is 
thus reasonable to assume both the program and the test-
ing device mRy be used AS a means of calibrRtion of the 
compressor cylinder. Furthermore, they may be utilized 
to analyze the effect of other parameters such as suc-
tion and exhaust pressure, pressure rAtio, revolutionary 
speed of crank shAft, etc. upon the cylinder's dynamic 
stresses. 
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF THE CYLJNDER 
Choosing the critical points under static loads as 
given by anRlyses in Ref. 1 and 2 , and taking into 
account of the cylinder's symmetry, one quRrter of the 
cylinder,i.e. the intersecting portion between the c~­
linder proper and the exhaust v~lve is taken as suff1-
cient for the purpose of analys1s. 
Considering the various forces ecting upon the cy-
linder Rnd the constr::dning conditions, the following 
mathematical model for the cylinder is obtained 
sr( ~x. ~ :6)[1>] 6C~x ~Y :8 ) {u} + { f} + {fq.c-t>} = f ~tdu} ( 1) 
{u}z, = o 
B'[cos en ,X). (DS(n,t). co5(n,l)] [ll] 15( ~X z)' ~iJ){U}J:,2 { p} 
{ucx.y. a. t >}\t=o = { Uo ex. r .;n} 





where (1) is the differentiAl equation of motion,(2)and 
(3) the boundAry conditions and (4) ana (5) the initial 
conditions. 
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ds = -------------; (1+A )(1-2..Ji) 
in which )l is Piosson' s ratio Rnd E Young's modulus 
z1 = { (x,y,z,t), (x,y,z) f R1' 
z2 {(x,y,z,t), (x,y,z) E R2, 
R1 the boundary of cylinder's given displacements, R2 the bound8ry of given forces, R1U R2 = 2n , where~ being the region surrounded by the cylinder surface. 
{P} LoAd vectors on loaded surface 
{ U0 (x, y, z)} Initial disphcement vector under static lORd 
The ;:.ppropriate dynamic f3lld stFJtic equations are obtained through trRnsformations of the above equations as follows : 
Assume thRt the displFJcement functions for the in-ner part of the cylinder, { u (x,y,z,t)} are compsised from two sets, one being those due to static loads , { u0 (x,:'(,z)} and the other, tu1 (x,y,z,t)}, due to loa.ds, 1.e. 
{ u (x,y,z,t)} ={ u0 (x,y,z)} +{ u1 (x,y,z)} (6) 






~t' (fu.,<PJ+ p(u.,cp) = (ffr(t>AHf,.2 f4>T~ds 
( u, tP ) I t=o "" { 0} 
~t (u, tP) lt=o = {0} 
Where () ~ Cl T a Q d 
J> C.P . ..; )= f[S [ B Cax. ;w a1PI'] [.l>) B (ax ay 01 )</>dX dyd6 
.n. 





( 1 0) 
Obviously, the variation of the gaseous forces wi-
thin the cylinder is extremely complicated, nevertheless, 
we can always expect that these forces are the resulta~ 
of a set of stationary non-pulsative pressures and one 
of pulsating forces of various orders of frequencies. 
This can be expressed as 
b ps(1+6) 5- zps(1-e) . 1 
r = + s 1 s 1n ( 2 rn-1
 ) wt: 
2 = (2m-1) 1( 
where 
pd 
E = ------ is the pressure ratio 
Ps 
( 11) 
In computation, the result is obtained by superpos-· 
ing the stresses due to the pulsating pressures of va-
rious orders 
III PROGRAMMTIIJG 
1. Automatic lVIesh Generation 
The work involved in element meshing chiefly con-
cerns with that of assigning message to the nodes ~node 
numbers, nodal co-ordinates and nodal constraints )and 
message to the elements (element numbers, physical cha-
racteristic of elements, and list relating the global 
and local codes for the nodal points of the elements). 
As shown in F'ig. 2 we hqve chosen a 3-dimensional 
model for the compressor's integral high pressure cylin-
der, with the parallelepiped of 2J nodal points, which 
necessitates an excessive amount of labor in data mani-
pulation and input. It is therefore mandatory to first 
write a subroutine for the error-free and automatic ge-
neration of element meshes. 
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The cylinder body may be looked upon as a region surrounded by its surfaces. As such a region is complex in nature, it is divided into four sub-regions I, II, III and IV of simpler shape and these sub-region are meshed in turn accordingly. Finally assign identical numbers to points on the interfaces of the sub-regions. 
For the meshing of the elements of each sub-region as a 3-dimensional problem, it is necess~ry to provide three mesh-generating lines along three directions, and the numbering of the elements and nodal points is in turn additive along the three lines , which are taken as fol-lows. Take radial direction of the valve chamber as the third generating line, with l,m,n denoting respectively the mesh number on the three lines. The code numbers are generated by first taking m=n=1 and 1, from 1 to its maximum number 1 • For eBch ir1crement of £ , the code max 
number is also increased by 1. The above p~ocedure is ap-plied reiteratively for m = 2, n = 1 (unt~l m = mmax ) 8nd for n = 2 , ••• (until rn = rnmax ) so that fina.uy 
the total assembly elements have been covered. 
The calculation of nodal co-ordina~es is carried out in two steps. F'irs-c, determ1."le all the co-ordinates on the front Rnd rear sur:faces of the sut-regions from the input values of co-ord:L'1Rtes of the bowldaries of the sub-regions. Second, from the co-ordinates of the :front and rear surfaces of the sub-regi.ons, the total assembly of all the points of the entire cylinder can be obtained. 
The constraint conditions o.f all the nodal points are automatic0.lly generated at the same ttme of element meshing. Thfo code numbers of the nodal points on the boundary surfaces are stored in the integer array KK indentifying the nodal constr8ints. For internal points (i.e. those not on the surfaces of the cylinder as arbi-trarily given as - 1 , and the code numbers of two (or three ) surfaces Hre stored in the contrRint numbers of the corresponding bi-surfRcial or tri-surfacial inter-sections. 
Cert~ in control parc1meters have to \.Je input to spe-cify the number and dimensions of the meshed elements. Vary these parameters will result. in different patterns of meshing, so that comparative study may be carried out simply by varying these parameters. 
It should be mentioned tha+~ the sub-routine for automatic mesh possesses the ability of detecting accu-mulative errors during the process of computation. 
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2. Formation of Stiffness Matrix and Load Vector 
Both the stiffness matrix and the load vector are 
formed by the Gauss integral, which gives the coeffi-
cients Bnd automatically arranged to form the respective 
matrix and vector. In addition, the subroutine LOADR is 
to used to form the load vector. 
3. Static Analysis 
The static enuations (7) of the discreted system 
is formed after the stiffness matrix and load vector 
have been obtained, whose solution .in facilitated by the 
use of LDt method incorporated in the SOLVI sub-routlle. 
Since the equation of the order up to 1000, accuracy un-
avoidably deteriorates after a certain number of cycles 
of back substition. In order to overcome this obstacle, 
over-relaxation with iterative correction procedure is 
used, the resudual error being stored in double-preci-
sion to ensure accuracy. 
The nodal stresses are obtained by applying subrou-
tine STRES to the already available nodal displacements. 
4. Dynamic Analysis 
After discreting the spatial variables, a set of 
2nd degree ordinary differential equations with respect 




[C)-dt2{a} + [K]{a} .:{F(t)} 
{a} It o == 0 
{a} lt=o == tJ 
T 




in which n is the number of nodes on gion R1 • 
outside re-
Simplic~tion is imner~tive because of the vast number of coupled enuatlons. 
Assume : 
(13) 
Since [An ] are orthogonal modal rna trices, the abo-ve equations are reduced to. 
{ aN} + [ kN] { aN J =: { G } 
{ 8 N l I t=:o "" 0 
various orders of the cylinder and 
( 14) 
Ns the order of the required eign-frequencies 
( 15) 
Assumli1g the frenuencies of vibration of the comp-ressor sre close to those of the gaseous forces, end considering the n~ture of VAriation of cylinder stresses will time, we hRve the following solutions 
[ (l£-I)W ] sin(zi-l)wt- sin.(f.jt) f,i ( 16) 
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in which : 
( i) . th g_ - J component in the orthogonal coordinates 
J of the ith f.orces 
w - angulsr frequency of cn.mk-sha.ft. 
The manner of vari~tion of the lth force dis-
placement of the jth orthogon0l co-ordin8te is thus 
known. 
The program enables us to determine the dispLace-
ment in orthogonal co-ordinates due to the gaseous for-
ce of any order at any instant. by (13) these co-ordi-
nates ffi<'~Y be transformed to the cylir:tder' s global co-
ordinates and then sub-routine STRES will give the no-
dal stresses due to the gaseous force of that order at 
that instant. 
It is seen th~t the stress variation within the 
cylinder may be simulated and evaluated by computeriza-
tion. 
IV APPLICATION 
The cylinder as shown in Fig.1 is subject to sta-
tic and dynamic analyses as well ;;J.S actual tests by the 
above mentioned program and the testing apparatus for 
this purposes. Described below and the main results ob-
tained. 
1. In the static analysis, the stress distribution 
within the cylinder due to the average gaseous forces 
from ( 11) is examined. Fig. 3 and Fig 4 show the stress 
distribution along the three directions distribution of 
the plate bore between the valve and cylinder chamber. 
It is readily seen that the stresses within a cylinder 
is extremely non-uniform, resulting in high stress con-
centrations. 
The static stresses tend to a maximum on the boun-
dary of the plate bore between the valve and cylinder 
chamber, indicating this to be a critical region. The 
above result is in agreement with those by analysis and 
experiment described in [1], [2]. 
2. Dynamic Analysis 
(1) Effect of gaseous forces 
The stress variation due to the gaseous forces of first 
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4 modes is illustrated in Fig 5 (a),(b) which show that the gaseous stresses within the cylinder not only varies with the gaseous forces but also exhibit some pulsative nature. It is therefore resonable to suppose that the cylinder stresses are superposed from a set of stresses of low freauencies and high amplitudes and another of high freauencies and low amplitudes. 
From the findings of fracture mechanics, it is known that under the above conditions of combined vari-ous amplitudes and frequencies the crack growth rate is the two parts : 
da da da ( 18) = -+ 
dN dN1 c!N2 
in which : 
N1- number of cycles of high frequency stresses 
Nz- number of cycles of high frequency stresses 
It follows that the total cr8ck growth rate of the cylinder always exceeds that due to a single set of stresses corresponding rotatory frequency of the crank shaft. 




illustrates the variation of maximum under constant exhaust pressure and ave-
rage stress 5 with the pressure ratio, whereas the variations o.f high frermency stress ampl i tide 4~ and low frequency stress amplitude AC>: with the pressure ra-tio are shown in Fig. '!. cr and (j drop as max 116; and Lit; increase. I•'r::J.cture mechanics predict that the crack growth rate is proportional to the average stress strength factor ~nd the 8mplitude of stress strength factor. 
d8 
dN 
f (A k, k ( 19) 
Thus when pressure ratio rises, 11 K increilses and k decreases, and the V3ri8t.ion of ~ with E. is not 
dN merely monotic but follows some fUhctional pattern. lt may be surmised that as the pressure ratio increases , there exist for certain e small or comparatively small da values of dN which, if ma int8 .ined, would mean the 
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life -span of the cylinder obviously, E.0 is influenced 
by the structure, shape And dimensions of the cylinder. 
We may, therefore, attempt to optimize ~he design of 
the cyllllder by vcrying the shape and dimensions of the 
cylinder to find the optimal V8lue of pressure ratio 
with regard to the life-span of the cylinder as predic-
ted by thermo-dynamical an8lysis. 
3. Laboratory Analysis 
Fig. 8 shows the plot of radial and tangential 
strains of the critical points in the inner wall of the 
cylinder as measured by the specially installed device. 
The manner of variRtion so illustrated basically agree 
with analytic;o'll results, ~md it reasserts the previous 
conclusion that, under pulsative pressures, the pulsa-
tion of strain (stress) is the superposition of the pul-
sations due to stresses of low frequency and large am-
plitude and stresses of high frenuency and small ampli-
tudes. 
V CONCLUSION 
1. Results from FEIIJ analysis and actual tests both in-
dicate that high stress peak values exist on the 
outer boundRry of the x oy plane of the cylindr' s ex-
haust opening, and higher peak values are also likely 
to exist at similar locations on the inner boundary 
of cylinder cover. 
2. The stresses in a high pressure cylinder are compsi-
sed of low-frenuency, large-amplitude stresses and 
high-frenuency small-amplitude stresses. As the pre-
ssure ratio increases, the amplitudes of both low 
and high stresses li!crease accordingly. 
3. For every particular high pressure cylinder, an OP-
timal value for pressure ratio with regard to s~th 
may be obtained, and, by varying the structural di-
mensions, the optimal result of good pressure ratio 
with regard to strength and satisfying thermo-dynami-
cal calculations can be achieved. 
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Fig. 1 Flow-chart for Computation of High 






S~hematic representation of inteq>ection be-tween valve and cylinder chamber ~only shown i 
The stress distribution along the l direction of plate bore. 
Fig. L+ The stress distribution along the radial di-
rection of the plate bore. 
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0 ( N/n') 
F'ig.5 Stress variation due to the gr>seous forces
 of 
first 4 modes. 
,L_------------~------------~~wt 7C 21t 
Fig. Effect of pressure ratio on average s
tress 
and mAximum st~ess. 
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Fig. 6(b) The variation 
of maximum stress max 
and avernge stress 
with the pressure ratio 
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'"ig. 8 The plot of radial(;'l.) and tangential(b)strains of the crirical points in the inner wall of the cylinder. 
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